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Among the rich orc deposits present in Macedonia, the silicate minerals arc thc most numerous group. The 
great majority of these minerals appear as rathcr large and well formed single crystal aggregates in the nature. Some­
times, however, some of the mineral species appear in association with other minerals whose crystals are not well de­
veloped. Here an overview of the basic morphological, physico-chemical and crystallographic characteristics of the 
most typical silicates collected from various localities within the Republic of Macedonia is given. The mineralogical 
and petrological features of the localities where the specimens are collected from are presented as well. Also an at­
tempt to identify the minerals using the Ff IR spectroscopy and to classify them according to their structural charac­
teristics is performed. The identification of the minerals was based on the comparison of the infrared spectra of our 
specimens with the corresponding literature data for the mineral species originating all over the world. The coloured 
pictures of all studied silicate minerals are presented as well. 
Key words: silicate minerals; silicate assemblage; silicate localities; Republic of Macedonia; Ff IR spectroscopy. 
INTRODUCTION 
In the past few years, a study of the carbonate 
[1-4], sulfide [5-9], and sulfate [10, 11] minerals 
originating from the localities in the Republic of 
Macedonia has been performed using vibrational 
(infrared and Raman) spectroscopy. The research 
has predominantly been focused on mineral identi­
fication and characterization, recently being spread 
to the determination of the content of trace ele­
ments i.e. elements which do not take part in the 
regular mineral composition [2, 12]. Thus, in the 
process of mineral separation, purification and 
characterization, significant number of non-silicate 
minerals has been systematically investigated. 
Recently the study was extended to the most 
abundant group of the silicate minerals. Here, are 
presented the results of the collection of the great 
majority of the silicate mineral specimens originat­
ing from Macedonia as well as their separation, 
purification, structural classification and identifi­
cation using the Ff IR spectroscopy. Identification 
was based on the comparison of our IR results with 
the corresponding literature data for the analogous 
mineral species originating all over the world. Pre­
sented are also the most typical representatives for 
each locality where they have grown up. In this 
context, the petrologic and mineralogical characte­
ristics of the localities throughout the country 
where the specimens were collected from are also 
discussed. The coloured pictures as well as the Ff 
IR spectra of all studied silicate mineral samples 
are presented. 
Here, it should be mentioned that the detailed 
IR analysis as well as the overall Raman and XRD 
investigation will be carried out in the near future. 
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atomic absorption spectrometry for determination trace elements) and the purity of the minerals, 
of the chemical composition (major, minor and soon, will also be employed. 
STRUCTURALLY BASED CLASSIFICATION OF SILICATES 
More than 3500 minerals have been identified 
and named by now tending in the near future to 
approach the number 4000 [l3-15]. Approxi­
mately 30 % of them (about 1100) belong to the 
silicate class which is the most abundant group of 
minerals in the Earth's crust. A few silicates are 
used as precious gemstones, while most of them 
are drab and commonplace. However, they are 
very important economic resources being used as 
industrial materials. The silicate minerals also 
make agriculture possible as a most dominant 
component of soil (mostly quartz and clays). 
The elementary building unit of the silicate 
minerals is the Si04 tetrahedron consisting of four 
0 2- anions around a Si4+ cation. Consequently, the 
Tab I e 
isolated Si04 tetrahedron has a net -4 charge. It 
means that each 0 2- has satisfied one of its two 
valence charges by bonding with the Si4+ in the 
tetrahedron, whereas the remaining -1 charge is 
available to be bonded with Si4+ from another tet­
rahedron. This enables linking of one Si04 tetra­
hedron to another resulting in formation of various 
polymers. The structural classification of the sili­
cate minerals is in fact based on the extent of shar­
ing of oxygen anions between the adjacent tetra­
hedra. It makes the silicates the largest and the 
most complicated class of minerals. 
The resulting structural classification of sili­
cates based on the degree of polymerization is 
given in Table 1 [l3]. 
Structurally based classification of the silicate minerals 
Silicate class configuration Number of 0 2- shared Si:O 
per tetrahedron ratio* 
Nesosilicates (orthosilicates) 

Sorosilicates (disilicates) 

Cyclosilicates (ring silicates) 

Inosilicates (chain silicates) 

- Single chain 

- Double chain 

Phylosilicatcs (sheet silicates) 

Tectosilicates (framework silicates) 
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2 

2 
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Nesosilicates (orthosilicates) 
The silicate minerals where the Si04 tetrahe­
dra are not bonded to other tetrahedra (no oxygen 
anions are shared between the adjacent tetrahedra) 
belong to the nesosilicates (orthosilicates). The net 
negative charge of the isolated silicon tetrahedra is 
balanced by bonding with other cations such as 
Mg2+, Fe2+, A13+ etc. They show great structural 
similarities with other mineral classes consisted of 
tetrahedral ionic units such as the sulfates (SO/-), 
phosphates (POl-) etc. Nesosilicates are 
characterized by stronger bonds and more ex­
pressed close packing of ions and consequently by 
are I 
cede 
Van 
plexclose packing of ions and consequently by higher 
Fig.density, index of refraction and hardness compared 
to other silicate classes. 
loea 
cede 
Sorosilicates (disilicates) Gret 
east. 
As result of sharing single oxygen (02-) be­ of P 
tween two (Si 0 44-) tetrahedra, the basic chemical lowt 
unit in the sorosilicates (disilicates) is the anion met, 
group Si20 7 with a net -6 charge. In addition to the well 
double tetrahedra, some of the minerals belonging quar 
to this class may also contain single tetrahedra. 
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They are a relatively small but widely distributed 
group of minerals. Some members of this group 
(e.g. epidote) are very common accessory minerals 
in many metamorphic rocks. 
Cyclosilicates (ring silicates) 
In the ring silicates (cyclosilicates) each 
Si044- tetrahedron shares two 0 2-, forming thereby 
rings with three, four, eight but most frequently 
with six members. The symmetry of these minerals 
is usually influenced by the corresponding ring 
symmetry, at least in the case of the less complex 
ring silicates. Due to their high hardness, luster and 
durability, some representatives of this group are very 
well known gemstones. Similarly to disilicates, the 
ring silicates are a small group of minerals. 
Inosilicates (chain silicates) 
Inosilicates consist of two distinct subgroups: 
the single chain and the double chain silicates. In 
the single chain silicates two 0 2- per tetrahedra are 
shared, whereas in the double chain group some 
tetrahedra share two and other share three 0 2- . 
Endless single or double chains are thereby 
formed. The ratio of silicon to oxygen is thus 1:3 
in the single chains and 4: 11 in the double chains. 
The single chain silicates are known as pyroxenes, 
whereas the double chain as amphiboles. In gen­
eral, both types of minerals are very common, al­
though the amphiboles are not as abundant as the 
pyroxenes. 
Phylosilicates (sheet silicates) 
The sharing of three 0 2- per tetrahedra form­
ing two-dimensional planes (continuous layers) is 
characteristic of the sheet silicates (phylosilicates). 
The sheets are connected to each other by layers of 
cations. Therefore their crystals are flat and dis­
play basal cleavage. Almost all members of this 
group of sheet silicates are very soft. Phylosili­
cates are abundant and very important in geologi­
cal environments. They are hydrous, which means 
that OH- groups (not water molecules) are in­
cluded in their structure. 
Tectosilicates (framework silicates) 
In the tectosilicates (framework silicates) all 
four oxygens (02- ) are shared with the adjacent 
tetrahedra forming thereby three-dimensional 
framework. Contrary to other silicate groups where 
the extent of substitution of Si4+ by A13+ cations is 
lower, in tectosilicates it often reaches up to 50 %. 
Thereby caused transformation of the normal net ­
4 charge (for Si04) into -5 (for A104) is balanced 
by the presence of additional cations in the struc­
ture of framework silicates. It is the main reason 
for the high extent of variations within this group 
of silicates. 
GEOLOGICAL COMPOSITION OF THE REPUBLIC OF MACEDONIA 

In general, four geotectonic regions (units) 
are present in the territory of the Republic of Ma­
cedonia: Serbian-Macedonian Massive (SMM); 
Vardar Zone (VZ); Pelagonian Metamorphic Com­
plex (PMC); West-Macedonian Zone (WMZ) (see 
Fig. 1) [16]. 
The Serbo-Macedonian Massive (SMM) is 
located in the eastern part of the Republic of Ma­
cedonia being spread to Serbia on the north, to 
Greece on the south and slightly to Bulgaria on the 
east. In general, it is built-up of metamorphic rocks 
of Precambrian and Paleozoic age and consists of 
lower and upper metamorphic complex. The lower 
metamorphic complex contains gneisses, schists as 
well as small bodies of amphibolites, ophiolites, 
quartzites and marbles. The upper complex con­
fnac. xeM. TeXHon. MaKelloHHja, 22, 2,111-141 (2003) 
sists of voIcanogeno-sedimentary constituents be­
ing methamorphozed in the series of the green 
schists. The most dominant among them are chloritic, 
amphibolo-biotitic, chlorito-sericitic and quartz 
schists. 
The Vardar Zone (VZ) as a distinct structural 
unit is situated between the Serbian-Macedonian 
Massive on the east and the Pelagonian Metamor­
phic Complex and partly the West-Macedonian 
Zone on the west. In general , it is a rift structure of 
continental type which consists of the fragments of 
Precambrian crust of the earth as well as Paleozoic 
volcanogeno-sedimentary complex, acid mezozoic 
and tertiary caIco-aIcaline magmatism. The rest of 
the oceanic crust are presented by greater gabro­
diabasis ophiolitic complexes. 
l 
l 
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Fig. I. The silicate localities in the Republic of Macedonia: 1) Rzanovo, 2) Alinci, 3) Caniste, 4) Belut~e, 5) Dunje, 6) Sasa, microclil 
7) Stavica, 8) Zvegor, 9) Lojane, 10) Staro Bon~e, 11) Bon~e, 12) Kosino, 13) Kozuf, 14) Pelagon, 15) Vitolistc, 16) Zletovo, of titani 
17) Sivec, 18) Prilepec, 19) Vesel~ani, 20) Bu~im, 21) Budinarci, 22) Vodno, 23) Rabrovo, 24) Cesinovo, 25) Bogoslovec, Gneisses 
26) Nistrovo, 27) Nezilovo 
the syen 
Pelagonian Metamorphic Complex (PMM) is 
of Precambrian and Paleozoic age. The present 
complexes of rocks in this zone vary from those 
appearing as a constituents of other tectonic units. 
This zone consists of high metamorphic crystalline 
rocks, gneisses, micachists and marbles as well as 
of regional metamorphic complexes where huge 
masses of palingenic granites are included. Their 
age vary from 800 to 1000 Ma. 
West-Macedonian Zone (WMZ) consists of 
several formations. The oldest one is the volcano­
geno-sedimentary spilite-ceratophiric formation of 
the soul 
Furthenrold Paleozoic age. The upper philito-carbonate 
specificand/or limestone series is of Paleozoic (Ordo­
uraniumvicium, Silur, Devon) and Mesozoic (Triasic) age. 
abundanlBesides other components this zone contains 
centimetquartzporphirites. 
nite CrySl
The above discussed geologic constitution of 
Arfthe Republic of Macedonia is characterized by the 
group cpresence of a large number of silicate minerals in 
green, blall mentioned geotectonic units, the most promi­
is the filnent one being the Pelagonian Metamorphic Com­
found erplex (PMM). Their occurrences are discussed in 
lized mirthe next chapter. 
nies the i 
Alb 
SILICATE DEPOSITS AND OCCURRENCES IN THE REPUBLIC OF MACEDONIA develope 
transpan 
Rzanovo locality basic geological constitution of this deposit in­ reach 10 
cludes the following stratigraphic units: Triasic of polys: 
In the west ophiolitic belt of the Vardar Zone limestones, Jurassic serpentinites, iron-nickel ore Karlovar 
a rich iron-nickel locality Rzanovo is located. The from the lower Cretaceous age, upper Cretaceous crystal iT 
Bull. Chern. Technol. Macedonia, 22, 2, 111-141 (2003) fnac. xetol. 
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limestones and schists [17]. From the mineralogi­
cal point of view a variety of minerals are present: 
magnetite, hematite, chromite, limonite, pyrite, 
chlorite, riebeckite, chrysotile, talc, brucite and 
other [18, 19]. Serpentinite minerals are also wide­
spread because this locality is placed at the ultra­
basic rocks subjected to the continuous process of 
serpentinization. Also, as a consequence of the 
weak metamorphic processes and under conditions 
of high pressure and low temperatures on the con­
tact area between serpetinites and ore layer, a no­
table quantity of talc mineral is established. Its 
appearence is in massive aggregates with white, 
but sometimes greenish color. The basic character­
istic of talc from Rzanovo deposit is the presence 
of significant content of nickel. 
Alinci locality 
The Alinci locality is situated 11 krn south­
west of Prilep city, nearby the Alinci village. From 
the geological point of view this locality is built up 
of alcalic syenites, amphibolites, gneisses, musco­
vite schists and marbles. Alcalic sienites appear in 
the form of magmatic body about 2 km long sur­
rounded by amphiboles from its east and west side. 
Large and small grained syenites are made of 
microcline, arfvedsonite, albite and modest content 
of titanite, augite, zircon, apatite and davidite. 
Gneisses and quartz-microcline veins are inside 
the syenitic body. Amphibolitic schists represent 
the southern part of the syenite massif [20]. 
Furthermore, it is important to emphasize the 
specific and very rare mineral parageneses of the 
uranium and other radioactive minerals, as well as 
abundant appearance of nests (few tenths of 
centimeters) filled with the needle-like arfvedso­
nite crystals [21]. 
Arfvedsonite is a member of the amphibole 
group characterized with needle-like crystals, 
green, black or blue colored in transmitted light. It 
is the first to crystallize and therefore, it can be 
found embedded in all present, but later crystal­
lized minerals in the paragenesis. It also accompa­
nies the feldspar group minerals. 
Albite mineral is frequently present in well­
developed and lath-formed crystals, from totally 
tran parent to white colored. The largest crystals 
reach 10 cm in length. Very common appearence 
of polysynthetically twinned specimens as well as 
Karlovar's twins is typical. Also, the arfvedsonite 
crystal inclusions are present in this mineral. 
Caniste locality 
The location is on the western edge of Se­
le~ka Planina near by the village Canisteo This de­
posit is interesting because of large number of 
scattered minerals from the pegmatite in the gar­
net's and gneiss series [22], of which the most 
wide-spread are: 
(a) Microcline mineral is rarely in the form of 
typically white crystals. The most interesting is the 
appearance of a green colored variety - amazonite 
which is present in the cleavage fragments (on the 
cleavage surfaces) instead of forming regular crystals. 
(b) Epidote mineral is embedded in the peg­
matite bodies, dominantly in the quartz-feldspar 
rocks. Therefore, it is practically impossible to 
remove it undamaged from the mother rock [23]. It 
is characterised with green colored, regular col­
umn-like crystals. They are not transparent, but are 
ideomorphly developed in more than 1 m long. 
(c) Muscovite mineral is fixed on the contact 
surfaces between quartz and feldspar as a constitu­
ent of the pegmatite bodies, in few centimeters 
thick layers. 
Bell/tee locality 
On the southern part of Mariovo, on the sad­
dle of this mountain, a pegmatite deposit at the 
locality Belutce lies. Basicaly, it is quartz­
pegmatite vein once being used for the production 
of sodium feldspar (albite). Additional minerals 
originating from this vein are apatite, orthoclase, 
microcline as well as large beautiful quartz pris­
matic monocrystals over 10 cm long [24]. In this 
study the results of the investigation of the ortho­
clase and microcline from this locality are pre­
sented . 
Dunje locality 
In the nearby village of Dunje, on the contact 
parts between the garnets and specially gneiss, a 
hydrothermal-pegmatite vein appears. During World 
War II the Germans explored and used the micas 
from this zone for insulators in electric tubes. At 
this location also more specific, interestingly com­
bined mineral bodies are present, such as albite, adu­
lar, titanite, pyrite, quartz, stilbite and completely 
transparent epidote morphologically presented in 
various regular crystallographic forms [25, 26]. 
r nac. Xt!M. Tt!XHon. MaKt!j\oHHja, 22, 2, 111-141 (2003) 
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Sasa locality 
The lead-zinc province of Sasa belongs to the 
ore region Sasa-Toranica. The metallogenetic zone 
is familiar with the semi metal lead-zinc ore miner­
alization, paragentically related with the subvol­
canic Tertiary calcium-alcalic magma. During the 
Alpine-metalogenetic age, the mineralization in 
four phases had taken place which led to the sig­
nificant lead and zinc formations followed by 
varying content of Cu, Au, Ag, Mo, Sb. The domi­
nant part of the ore mineralization is located not 
only in the contact gneiss-quartzgraphite schist's 
and cipolines fragments, but also minerals within 
the quartzgraphite schist's and gneiss appear as 
well [27]. 
The mineral composition of the ore minerali­
zation is much more complex and basically repre­
sented by variety of minerals formed in the differ­
ent mineralization stages (metamorphic, skarns, 
hydrothermal). The most known minerals in the Sasa 
deposit appeared to be: galena, sphalerite, pyrite, pyr­
rhotite, chalcopyrite, tetrahedrite, freibergite, tennan­
tite, marcasite, bornite, bismuthine, native bismuth, 
pentlandite, cubanite, vallerite, arsenopyrite, altaite, 
emplectite. The scam mineral is represented by the 
gamet's (grossular, andradite), bustamite, augite, 
diopside, ilvaite, hedenbergite, johannsenite, rho­
donite, actinolite as well as minerals from the 
hydrothermal-scam stadium like chlorite, magnet­
ite and hematite. Despite these, an oxide and car­
bonate minerals are also present, the most well­
known being calcite, ankerite, dolomite, kutna­
horite, rhodochrosite, siderite, otavite as well as 
secondary minerals like cerusite, anglesite, mala­
chite, azurite, hemimorpi1ite [28, 29]. 
Stavica locality 
Close to the Prilep-Vitoliste road, on the Se­
lecka Planina the Stavica locality is situated. This 
locality is basically built up of metamorphic rocks 
and micashists'. Garnet, dystane and staurolite 
monocrystals also appear along the occasional 
river flow alluvium. About 1 km left from the 
mentioned road towards Vitoliste village (aside 
from Stavica) in the quartzlatite bodies of the 
gneiss series, the presence of kyanite monocrystals 
(blue distenes) is evident. Kyanite appears as in­
tensively blue colored crystals and large crystal 
aggregates with enormous dimensions - over 20 
cm [30, 31]. 
Zvegor locality 
Not far from the small city of Delcevo, in the 
Zvegor village a volcanic quartzlatite rocks are 
found. In this series of rocks, towards the Bulgar­
ian border, there is an outcrop full of large crystals 
of sanidine. The crystals are typical, with regular 
crystallographic forms. Often twinned crystals are 
present [31]. 
Lojane locality 
In the serpentinite mass of the ultrabasic Lo­
jane complex, ahead the tectonic structures, the 
most spread mineral - talc is registered. Another, 
not that frequent, but typical mineral for this local­
ity which appears as intense green color thin 
curved layers is chlorite [32]. 
Staro Bonce locality 
The Staro Bonce village is located on the Se­
lecka Planina, primarily built up of micaschists 
(high metamorphic rocks). Kyanite, staurolite and 
garnets are also found above the village. The latter 
appear in the form of large crystals with regular 
crystallographic forms, mostly represented by al­
mandine mineral [33] . 
Bonce locality 
From the right side of the Bonce-Sliva road, 
in the unique metamorphic complex represented 
by the micachists, a tourmaline mineral appears in 
the quartz veins associated in the large prismatic 
and intensively black colored crystals up to 10 cm 
[34]. Among other present minerals are: disten, 
staurolite and quartz veins accompanied by apatite. 
Kosino locality 
In the west contact edge between the Pelago­
nian Metamorphic Complex and West-Macedonian 
Zone a variety of Paleozoic-metamorphic rocks 
represented by different schist's series appears 
[34]. It is to emphasize that close to the Kosino 
village an epidote-chlorite-amphibole schists series 
is present, often composed by little content of talc­
schists, actinolite, schists, metagabbros, serpen-
Bull. Chern. Technol. Macedonia, 22, 2,111-141 (2003) 
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tinites and metadiabases. The light-green colored 
schists have massive texture and nematoblastic 
structure. In the series about 500 meters in length, 
the most known are the large crystals (20 cm) of 
green actinolite [35]. Other common minerals are 
amphibole, chlorite, epidote and coisite. The less 
content of albite, quartz, sericite, biotite, talc, ti­
tanite, pyrite and magnetite are also found. 
Kofuj locality 
In the series of the volcanic rocks of the vol­
canic complex of Kozuf Mountain a numerous petro­
logic types appear: andesites, quartzlatites, latites, 
thachyte, rhyolites and several transition rocks for 
thei r connection. These volcanic rocks are built up of 
intermediary plagioclases: andesite, biotite, 
anidine, quartz, augite as well as amphibole rep­
resented with hornblende. The latter mineral ap­
pears in regular crystallographic forms being black 
colored and amounting up to 1 cm. It should be 
pointed out here that from time to time the horn­
blende transforms into thin opacite edge [36]. 
Pelagon locality 
In the series of the trachitic muscovite-biotite 
gneisses in the central and west part of the 
Pelagon, near the contact bodies to the granodio­
ritic masses, a high concentration of mica is found, 
mostly represented by biotite and muscovite. The 
biotite from this locality is typical with its massive 
appearence and variety of large crystal forms up to 
10 centimeters. Sometimes, especially in the peg­
maLite bodies, even larger lath-shaped biotite crys­
tals are located [22]. It should be point out that 
often a large crystals of almandine over 2 cm ap­
pear in Krastov Kamen and Veprcani deposits. 
Vitoliste locality 
Between the Vardar Zone and Pelagnian Meta­
morphic complex near the VitoliSte village (on the 
Melnica - Vitoliste road) a filito-micaschists and 
green carbonates schists appear. A green muscovite 
called fuxite, is present in the rocks [22]. 
Zletovo locality 
The lead-zinc vein type hydrothermal deposit 
is genetically associated with the processes of Ter­
tiary magmatic activity. Several major types of ore 
parageneses are established at this deposit particu­
lary the low temperature paragenesis including the 
quartz and chalcedony minerals in the dominatly 
oxide carbonate associations [37-39]. 
Sivec locality 
Near the city of Prilep, in the marble series of 
the Pelagonian Metamorphic Complex, a surface 
mine (Sivec) for white dolomite marble exploita­
tion is activated. These marbles, according to the 
degree of metamorphism and mineral association, 
belong to the group of regional-metamorphic and 
igneous rocks, being basically composed of car­
bonates (dolomite, calcite) and oxides (diaspore, 
corundum, rutile). Also some common (tourma­
line, diopside, muscovite, chlorite) as well as some 
very rare silicates (phlogopite, cyrnrite, kosmatite) 
are present as well [40, 411. 
Prilepec locality 
The Prilepec locality is about 5 km south 
from the city of Prilep. The deposit is built up of 
metamorphic rocks, dominantly micaschists. The 
most known silicates are kyanite, almandine and 
staurolite. It is important to point out that kyanite 
from this locality forms intergrown crystals spot­
ted in the quartzlatitic rocks. 
Veselcalli locality 
In the micachists series of the Pelagonian 
Metamorphic Complex of Macedonia which is 
basically build up of gneisses, micachists, amphi­
bolites and marbles, a Veselcani village is recog­
nized by the presence of large well-formed crystals 
of rutile (even 10 cm) [22]. This mineral has 
common origin with muscovite and quartz and is 
associated in the pegmatic-quartz veins. Another 
silicate minerals present in this locality are micro­
cline and actinolite. 
BuCim locality 
The ore deposit is located on about 10 km 
west from Radovis city. From the geologic point of 
view it is built up of Precambrian metamorphic 
rocks (various types of gneisses and amphiboles) 
rnac. xeM. TeXHon. MaKel1oHHja, 22, 2, 111-141 (2003) 
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and Tertiary volcanics (andesites and latino­
andesites). Here the presence of copper minerali­
zation of the porphyry type in the area of 1.5-2 
km2 is established. The most represented silicate 
mineral is quartz [42]. 
Budinarci locality 
The Budinarci village is situated about 12 km 
southwest from the Berovo city. The rocks sur­
rounding the village are micashists, gneisses and 
granites. Very wide granite and quartz veins are 
found in the above mentioned rocks [23]. Quartz is 
the most abundant mineral in this locality found in 
the form of beautiful monocrystal species being 
from transparent, across slightly smoky, up to to­
tally dull. 
Vodno locality 
The first literature data about the occurrence 
of glaucophane mineral on the field of Vodno is 
found in the work of Kosmat [43] who has per­
formed detailed research of the geologic profiles 
of this mountain. It is mentioned that an alcalic 
amphibole of the glaucophane type is present in 
the series of Palaeozoic schist's and cipolines. The 
further study in the series of metamorphic rocks 
from the Palaeozoic age on Vodno and Osoj has 
also shown the presence of glaucophane [44]. 
Rabrovo locality 
Ultrabasic tectonites in the Rabrovo locality 
manifest the part of the east-ophiolitic belt of the 
Vardar Zone. They are covered and surrounded by 
the younger and transgressive Dedeli series which 
is situated between the rocks of the Paleozoic age. 
Here, the ultrabasic rocks are built up of dunites, 
lherzolites and verlites occasionally followed by 
leucocrate garnets. In the verlite series a large 
specimen of calcium clinopyroxene mineral ­
augite is typical [32]. 
Cdinovo locality 
The great content of volcanic tuffs occurs in 
the series of the Kratovo-Zletovo volcanic area. 
The tuffs are found in the places where the proc­
esses of hydrothermal metamorphosis are present 
[45, 46]. These hydrothermal changes are repre­
sented with silicification of quartz, cristobalite and 
the most dominant being the opal mineral form. 
Some found specimens are recognizable with the 
presence of tridymite occurring on the opal sur­
face. 
Bogoslovec locality 
In the series of the ultrabasic rocks in the 
east-ophiolitic belt of the Vardar Zone in the Bo­
goslovec locality, an occurrence of the large body 
of tectonic ophiolites is established. The ophiolitic 
rocks are built up of dunites, harzburgites and less 
common gabrites. Along the gaps of the dunite 
series a large content of serpentinite minerals is 
formed, the most frequent being chrysotile. Here, 
this mineral is found in the little needle-like form 
or needle conglomerates amounting up to 0.5 cm 
each [32] . 
Nistrovo locality 
Nearby Vrbjani village, Nistrovo village, Sti­
rovica locality, Brodec village as well as Kobilno 
Pole locality, a serpentine body localized across 
the deeper tectonite structures are found. On the 
surface, these serpentines are tectonically crashed 
and changed with grey- or dark-greenish up to 
black colored. Their bodies are rarely accompa­
nied by the needle-like chrysotile (asbestos). Al­
though, basically built up of chrysotile and antigo­
rite a low content of pyroxenes, magnetite and 
chromite are present [47]. The secondary minerals 
like calcite, chlorite and actinolite are also typical. 
Nef.ilovo locality 
The Nezilovo locality is situated 40 km 
southwest of Veles in the cental part of the 
Pelagonian massif. Two parts - the lower and up­
per one are divided from the complex metamor­
phic series of Precambrian rocks. The latter consists 
of massive marbles, whereas the former is built up of 
gneisses, micaschists, barite-bearing schists, quartz­
cymrite schists and pink dolomitic marbles [34,48]. 
Bull. Chern. Techno!. Macedonia, 22, 2, 111-141 (2003) 
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Mineralsfrol1l Macedonia. XI. Silicate varieties and their localities - identification by FT IR spectroscopy 
ASSEMBLAGE OF INDIVIDUAL TYPES OF SILICATE MINERALS 
Table 2 
Studied silicate minerals from the territory of the Republic ofMacedonia 
~ 
j 
No. Mineral I Formula !Crystallographic system; Space group 
i 
i Orthosilicates = Nesosilicates 
I 
····_····____···_ ··_·· __·_ ._._w·w.·___w_,._·__..._.·.·_. ____..________________.__/r.----~.-l---....-..-.-.---.------.-.....--..-_r-....-..._.._.____ .w ••_ •.••••• • __ • •• __•• w_ •••• _ 
I I ! Almandine I Fe3AI2(Si04h 'Cubic; la3d i 
• I 
w •••w.___•••r--..-.--<'--t-.----.--.-- --..--....-.....w ••••••w.-r-- ... ··· ..·,.·.._·_.·_·.· ....... ........ ...........................................- .................······························_-_···········_··1
ti[ 2 I Staurolite I Fe2AI906(Si04)4(OHh , Monoclinic; C2lm i 
.•••.••--•.~ ....•...•- ..•......- ......--.. - •.... - .....l-·-··-··············-································.....- .-.-.- ...•- ................... ... ... ...................................•....• ·······l·-········-······- -··········-··· - - · -······· ·.-... -----..•....-.-.. .; 

~:-j-:::::- .. .!~~;;~~---- ·······································-·H~;~~~ --·--··.-....-.. --~ 

.......... -t ....__.. w •• __..... _ ...._ .... - .......w·····__•__··-·..-t-· ..··-···-_····-·..·..··-····_- - ...................._......._..__...H. ___ • • _ ••••• _ ····1····-···--·-~~--···~-···~·~----····---------··-····-·····-···__·_···-·-1 

! 5 I Titanite i CaTiSiOs I Monoclinic; P2/a 1 
i·-- ........ +-....--..............-. .......................-.... j............---....-.........--.-...-........-........-.-....-..-.......-.................- ..... --...................-....·······-·····---··t- -----··-··--·-····-···-·········-......... 
! 6 ! Spessartine j Mn3Al2(Si04h I Cubic; la3d 
f..-.. -.-.·.........L----.---.------..------. ___........._____... _..... _...._...._.____._.... _ ..................................................._...._._ ............... __._..1... ___..._..._... __._.. __._______._.- ...- .....__.._.____._.. __.. 

! Disilicates = Sorosilicates 
f·····-----··~-T·--·"·-· - ·--··- ··-·---·······--r---·-..-...__...........- ....--..-.------..--.---.-........--....-... -.- ...--...- .............................................--------....._- ...... ............................- ...................-. -............._ ....... _-_....._ ..__.............1 
j 7 I Epidote f Ca2AI2(AI,Fe3+)OOH[Si207][Si04l i Monoclinic; P2/m I 
~··----·t···---··------····- - ....... ..--.........................-..-...--....--.....--.........-.............  ..................................-..-.....................................+........................................-..............................··············_······· ······· __····_·· ·1 

i 8 I Hemimorphite Zn4Si,07(OHh'H20 IOrthorhombic; Imm2 i 1 I I - ­ .............................._.- --_.. _..- ....-....-.-........---.-........- ...-..-.. -.--..._.-.. _-_...--._.....-.........--......1 r~~;;;!;;l~:~~~:-::0c-;~~~~;::;~:-·-·····--··-········ i 
1 
l...~~~T~~~~~~lj~~~.~=~~••••• [~~;~::;~~~·.?~i;~·;:~I·s(OH)~ .................................._....... .....................:.•..~.·-······· ·--[ •• :~~I~-~.~~~~='.~~ ........----- ... ··········-·- .•••••••••• ·1 

I 

I Chain Silicates =Inosilicates ! 
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1 110 Arfvedsonite Na3(Mg,Fe2+l4(Fe3+,AI)Sis022(OHh i Monoclinic; C2lm ir---+--...............-.......................................................---...................-..-._-.-......................-....-...........................................................................................................-+...........---....-..­ ..-.----..---·········--·-············-····l 
! 11 I Actinolite Ca2(Mg,FelsSis022(OHh IMonoclinic; C2lm I 
t -I-;····· · : ~;~~~·~~~~~~--· ······r~~~~;:~~;:;~;~·~i·~~:~~~~;~-·- ................................................. ··············-···-··r~:~~~~~~·~~·~~:··-······-·········----······-·-1 
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113 I1vaite I CaFe2+2Fe3+Si20s(OH) i Orthorhombic; PbllmI i 
-'--~--- ...----.-.-.....-.....-...----.-.... ~.........---.. --.....----...-......-..................-.......-.................................. ....-..........; ..............-.....-........._..-... _....-.....-.....---..........-.-.....-..-..... _.-...-.._..-........-...........j 

·ll 'l!14 Augite I (Ca,Mg,Fe2+,Fe3+,AIh(Si,Alh06 : Monoclinic; C2/c 
,---.-....- .......................--.-....j...........-..- .......................-..-......-................................................- ..............................---..... ...........-t-.-................-.......--.--..-..-.........--..--.....--..-.-.--...­
I 15 I Diopside I CaMgSi20 6 I Monoclinic; C2/c 
~---"- _._-_.._........._... _......._...._-+.... _........._._--... _._.........._...._.._.._---_.__..._ ......_.. .................................................................-... t.-...--.------...-.-..-..-....-.............-........-....-..... ; 

! 16 Rhodonite I MnSi03 I 
~-- ._-_..._._-_.__.._...+-_........._........ _._......._-.--....-.--..- ... .......... ..... .................-.....-..l.... ~~!~~~~.~:~~T .. ........--......-.--.-....--1 I 

\ 17 lohannsenite 1 CaMnSi20 6 i Monoclinic; C2le I 
___.... _.......__~.._~. __......_ ..... .. l ...... _............,._. ............................._.._­ .........:..........-......-.-.-..--....--..-.----.-...-.--·1 

18 I Hornblende I (NaK)0--ICa2(Mg,Fe,Fe3+,Alls(SiAI)80 22(OHh I Monoclinic; C2lm 
~_-,-'_ ._. _________.. _L......._.~_ ..............._......_.__.. __..........~ ..._.................................................._............................._......_..._..__... ........1.._....____._._._________.__.._.__.._ ......... 
, 
I::"f:-i:-:~:-~-It=-:-u-~:~~f~~:-·· ........ --==-[- ~--:~~-~::~~==~~_=] 
jiI 21 lBiolite K(Mg,Fe2+hAISi30 IO(OH,Fh I Monoclinic; C2lm I 
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23 Talc MgJSi4O JO(OH)2 Monoclinic; C21e 
24 Phlogopite KMg3(Si3Al)OIO(F,OH)2 Monoclinic; C2lm 
25 Clinochlorc (Mg,Fe2+)sAl(Si3Al)O,o(OH)8 Monoclinic; C2lm 
26 Cymrite BaAlzSi20 s'H2O Monoclinic; P2, 
27 Kosmatite Ca3MgAI2AlSi301O(OH,F)g ? 
28 Paragonite NaAI 2(Si3Al)OIO(OHh Monoclinic; C2lc 
29 Vermiculite (Mg,Fez+,AI)J(Al,Si)40 1O(OHhAH2O Monoclinic; C2lm 
Framework Silicates =Tectosilicates 
..... 
30 i Albite NaAlSi30 s : Triclinic; PI 
31 Analcime NaAlSi20 6·H2O Triclinic; PI 
32 Microcline KAlSiJOs Triclinic; PT 
33 Orthoclase KAlSi30 g Monoclinic; C2lm 
34 Opal Si02'nH2O Amorphous 
35 Quartz SiOz Trigonal; P3,2, 
36 Sanidine (K,Na)(Si,Al)40s Monoclinic; C2lm 
37 Stilbite NaCa4AlsSizsOn'30H2O Monoclinic; C2lm 
Staul 
EnvirOiTable 3 
mentaryNon-studied silicate minerals from the territory of the Republic of Macedonia 
Localit: 
No. I Mineral Formula iCrystallographic system; Space Group 
IOrthosilicates =Nesosilicates 
f------- r --- - --···- ....----T ....- ··..·--..-··--·- ... _-_.._......._--_._.__ .. _._- .....
I I I Zircon IZrSi04 
L __...._. __...__ ._ ...._._....___·.___..___......................_ ..._._ _.._ _....._.... ___. 

Ring Silicates =Cyclosilicates 
- --..-T..--..- ..--·-·---..-·---......- ..--r----- ...........---.........- ..............-----......---- ................-.-.-. ..........·-·-·-·-·..---·1······- .. ----·----·..--..-·-·-·-----·--..·-·-·------·-....··-1 

2 l Beryl I BeJAlzSi60,s Hexagonal; P61mmc I 
rc;n!~:te;~~~ ~::-=---·--= ---.~-=:_=---------~~] 

~£::~~=l~;~1;~~?O~H:'O) ~_-=~=--__ :-:=t;;:;::~~~=_=j 
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6 i Montmorillonite (Na,Ca)03(AI,MghS'401O(OHh'nH20 . Monoclinic; C2lm I 
I I 
!i Tetragonal; 14 tfamd 
............_._....._._ ._.. _.. _._..__....__.__L__......_.___......___ 
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Nesosilicates (orthosilicates) 
Almandine FeJAI/Si04)J 

Environment: Metamorphic and pegmatitic rocks 

Locality: Prilepec, Stavica, Pelagon, Staro Bonce 

Name Origin: Named after the locality Alabanda 

in Asia 

Density (Calc): 4.32 

Cleavage: None 

Color: Brown, brownish red, red, black or black red 

Hardness: 7-8 - Quartz-Topaz 
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Staurolite Fe2AI90iSi04)4(OH)2 
Environment: Metamorphosed aluminous sedi­

mentary rocks 

Locality: Stavica, Staro Bonce 

Name Origin: From the Greek, stauros - "cross" 

and lithos - "stone" in allusion to the common 

cross shaped twins of the crystals 

Density (Calc): 3.64 

Cleavage: lO 10] Distinct 

Color: Brownish yellow, brownish black, yellow 

brown, dark brown or reddish brown 

Hardness: 7-7.S - Quartz-Garnet 
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03) r.~ac. X~M. TCXHOJl . MUKe)10Hlfja. 22. 2 111-141 (2003) 
Above: Almandine collected from Pclagon 
Left: FT IR spectrum of almandine 
Mineral identification based on the IR spectral 
data given in the references: [49-SS] 
Above: Staurolite collected from Stavica 
Left : FT JR spectrum of staurolite 
Mineral identification based on the IR spectral 
data given in the references: l49, SOL [S6] 
I 
122 G iovanol'ski, B. Boel', P. Makreski, M. Najdoski, G MIl/del/ul'Ski 
Above: Kyanile collected from Stavica 
Left : FT IR spectrum of kyanitc 
Mineral identification based on the IR spectral 
data given in the references: [49,50,57,58] 
Environment: Metamorphosed peri-aluminous 
sedimentary rocks 
Locality: Stavica, Staro Bonce, Pelagon, Prilepec 
Name Origin: From the Greek kyanos - "blue" 
Density (Calc): 3.67 
Cleavage: [100] Perfect, (010] Imperfect 
Color: Blue, white, gray, green or black 
Hardness: 4-7 - Fluorite-Quartz 
Q) 
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4000 3500 3000 2500 2000 1500 1000 500 
Wavenumber/em -1 
Environment: Basic and ultra basic igneous rocks 
Locality: Rzanovo 
Name Origin: Named after the green color 
Density (Calc): 3.22 
Cleavage: [00 I] Good, [0 I 0] Distinct 
Color: Colorless, green, yellow, yellow green or 
white 
Hardness: 6-7 - Orthoclase-Quartz 
Abovc: Olivine collectcd from Rzanovo 
Q) 
() Left: FT IR spectrum of olivinec 
ro 
.0 
..... 
o 
en 
.0 
« 
Mineral identification based on the IR spectral 
data given in the references: [50, 58-65] 
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Titanite CaTiSiOs 
Environment: Magmatic, metamorphic and 
hydrothermal rocks 
Locality: Alinci, Dunje 
Name Origin: Named after presence of titanium 
in chemical composition 
Density (Calc): 3.52 
Cleavage: [110] Distinct, [100] Imperfect, [112] 
lmpelfect 
Color: Reddish brown, gray, yellow, green or red 
Hardness: 5-5.5 - Apatite-Knife Blade 
Above: Tilllni le collected from Alinci 
Le ft : Ff IR spectrum of titanite 
Mineral identification based on the IR spectral 
data given in the reference: [50] 
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4000 3500 3000 2500 2000 1500 1000 500 
Wavenumber/cm-1 
Environment: Magmatic, metamorphic and 
p gmatitic rocks 
Locality: Lojane 
Name Origin: Named after its locality - Spessart, 
Gem1any 
Density (Calc): 4. 18 
Cleavage: [???] Distinct 
Color: Red, reddish orange, yellowish brown, 
reddish brown, brown 
Hardness: 6.5-7.5 - Pyrite-Garnet 
novo 
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!OOJ) r.13C. xe~1. TeXHO.ij . MaKclloHllj a . 22. 2111-141 (20m) 
Above: Spc$s3rtine collected from Lojane 
Left: Ff IR spectrum of spessartinc 
Mineral identification based on the IR spectral 
data given in the references: l50, 64] 
j 
' 
(/) 
.0 
« 
G luvl:l1lovski. B. Boe l', P Makreski, M. Na;duski, G Milldenuvski124 
CycloSorosilicates (disilicates) 
Epidote 
Ca2A12(Al,Fe3+)OOH[Si207] [Si04] 

Environment: Contact metamorphic rocks 
 Environ 
Locality: Dunje, CaniSte pegmatit 
Name Origin: From the Greek epidosis - "addition" Locality 
Density (Calc): 3.69 ame O 
Cleavage: [001] Perfect Density ( 
Color: Yellowish green, brownish green, black, Cleavag 
yellow or gray Color: B 
Hardness: 7 - Quartz Hardn 
Q)Q) 
0o cc coco 
.0
....~ aa (/)(/) 
.0
.0 «« 
J 
4000 3e4000 3500 3000 2500 2000 1500 1000 500 
Wavenumber/cm-1 
lnosiHemimorfite Zn.jSi207(OH)2·H20 
Arfve
. Environment: Veins and beds in stratified calcare­
ous rocks NaJ(Mg, 
Locality: Sasa EnvironName Origin: Named after the hemimorphic Locality
nature of the crystals Name 0 Density (Calc): 3.48 J. A. Art Cleavage: [110] Perfect DensityColor: Brown, colorless, greenish gray, yellow Cleavag
brown or white Color: I Hardness: 5 - Apatite Hardne 
Above: Hemimorfite collected from Sasa 
Q) 
0 ' 
c 
co Left: FT IR spectrum of hemimorfite 
.0
.... 
a 
Mineral identification based on the IR spectral 
data given in the reference: [50] 
4000 3500 3000 2500 2000 1500 1000 500 4000 
Wavenumber/cm-1 
rJlaC. xeM 
Above: Epidote collected from Caniste 
Left : FT IR spectrum of epidote 
Mineral identification based on the IR spectral 
data given in the references: [50, 66] 
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Cyclosilicates (ring silicates) 
Tourmaline (Schor)) 
JNaFe +,AliBO')JSi6° IsC°H )4 
Environment: Garnets, diorites, gabbro 
pegmaLi tes, greisens, skarns and quartz veins 
Locality: Dunje, Bance, Sasa, 
Name Origin: Old name of unknown origin 
Density (Calc): 3.27 
Cleavage: [10 II] Indistinct 
Color: Black 
Hardness: 7.5 - Garnet 
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Inosilicates (chain silicates) 
Arfvedsonite 
Na,(Mg,Fe2+)4(Fe3+,AI)Six0 22(OH)2 
Environment: Igneous syenites and pegmatites 
Locality: Alinci 
Name Origin: Named after the Swedish chemist, 
1. A. Alfvedson (1792-1841) 
Density (Calc): 3.47 
Cleavage: [llOJ Perfect 
Color: Black, gray 
Hardness: 5.5-6 - Knife Blade-Orthoclase 
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Above: Tourmaline collected from Bonee 
Left: Fr lR spectrum of tourmaline 
Mineral identification based on the IR spectral 
data given in the references: [50, 671 
Above: Arfvedsonite collected from Alinci 
Left: FT IR spectrum of arfvedsonitc 
Mineral identification based on the IR spectral 
data given in the reference: [501 
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Environment: Metamorphic rocks 
Locality: Kosino, Veselcani 
Name Origin: From the Greek, aktinos, meaning 
"ray" in allusion to actinolite's fibrous nature 
Density (CaJc): 3.20 
Cleavage: [110] Perfect, [110] Pelfect 
Color: Light to blackish green 
Hardness: 5.5 - Knife Blade 
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Above: Actinolite collected from Kosino 
Left : Ff lR spectrum of actinolite 
Mineral identification based on the IR spectral 
data given in the references: [50, 68, 69] 
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Glaucophane ugit 
Na2Mg/Al,Fe)2Sis022(OH)2 
Environment: Metamorphic blue shists 
Locality: Vodno 
Name Origin: From the Greek glaukos - "blue" 
and fanos - "appearing" 
Density (Calc): 2.99 
Cleavage: [110] Good, [0011 Good 
Color: Gray, blue, bluish black or lavenderblue 
Hardness: 6-6.5 - Orthoclase-Pyrite 
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Above: Glaucophane collected from Vodno 
Left: Ff IR spectrum of glaucophane 
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Mineral identification based on the IR spectral 
data given in the reference: [70] 
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I1vaite CaFe2+ Fe3+Si 0 (OH) 228 
Environment: Occurs with magnetite ore bodies, 
with zinc and copper ores, and in contact deposits 
and Leolites 
Locality: Sasa 
Name Origin: From the Latin name of the island 
of Elba 
Density (Calc): 4.07 
Cleavage: r01O] Distinct, lOa 1] Distinct 
Color: Black, grayish brown or brownish black 
Hardness: 5.5-6 - Knife Blade-Orthoclase 
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Above: I1vaitc collected from Sasa 
Left: FT IR speclrum of ilvaite 
Mineral identification based on the IR spectral 
data given in the references: [50, 71 J 
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Wavenumber/cm-1 
Environment: Basic igneous and metamorphic 
rocks 
Locality: Rabrovo, Sasa 
Name Origin: From the Greek auge - "luster" 
Density (Calc): 3.51 
Cleavage: [110] Perfect, [010] Indistinct 
Color: Brown green, green, light brown, dark 
brown or black 
Hardness: 5-6.5 - Apatite-Pyrite 
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Above: Augite collected from Rabrovo 
Left: IT IR spectrum of augite 
Mineral identification based on the IR spectral 
data given in the references: [50, 72] 
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Diopside CaMgSio0 6 
Environment: Basic and ultrabasic igneous and 
metamorphic rocks 
Locality: Lojane 
Name Origin: From the Greek dis - "two kinds" 
and apsis - "opinion" 
Density (Calc): 3.4 
Cleavage: [110] Good, [???] Indistinct 
Color: Blue, brown, colorless, green, gray 
Hardness: 6 - Orthoclase 
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Rhodonite MnSiOJ 
Environment: Hydrothermal, metamorphic and 
metasomatic rocks 
Locality: Sasa 
Name Origin: From the Greek rhodos - "rose 
colored" 
Density (Calc): 3.74 
Cleavage: [110] Perfect, [110] Perfect 
Color: Pink, rose red, brownish red, black or 
yellow 
Hardness: 6 - OlthocIase 
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Above: Rhodonite collected from Sasa 
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Mineral identification based on the IR spectral 
data given in the reference: [501 
4000 ~ 
Above: Diopsidc collected from Lojane 
Left: FT IR spectrum of diopside 
Mineral identification based on the IR spectral 
data given in the references: ISO, 58, 72, 731 
Bul!. Chem. Techno!. Ma(:cdonia. 22,111-141 (2003) rmlc. xeM 
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Johannsenite CaMnSi20 6 
Environment: Contact metasomatic rocks 
Locality: Sasa 
Name Origin: Named after Prof. Albert 
Johannsen, the University of Chicago 
Density (Calc): 3.56 
Cleavage: [110] Good 
Color: Brown, brownish black, greenish, gray, 
gray green 
Hardness: 6 - Orthoclase 
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Above: Johannsenite collected from Sasa 
Left: FT IR spectrum of johannsenite 
Mineral identification based on the IR spectral 
data given in the reference: [73] 
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Hornblende 
(NaK)o_,Ca2(Mg,Fe,Fe3+,AI)iSiAl)s022(OH)2 
Environment: Igneous, metamorphic and sedimen­
tary rocks 
Locality: Kozuf 
Name Origin: Given to a series of minerals that are 
rather difficult to distinguish by ordinary means 
Density (Calc): 3.23 
Cleavage: [110] Distinct 
Color: Brown, green, greenish brown, greenish 
black, dark green 
Hardness: 5-6 - Apatite-Orthoclase 
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Above: Hornblende collected from Kozuf 
Left: FT IR spectrum of hornblende 
Mineral identification based on the IR spectral 
data given in the references: [50,74] 
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Phillosilicates (sheet silicates) 
Antigorite (Mg,Fe2+)3Si205(OH)4 
Environment: In a network of veins crosscutting a 
metamorphic antigorite serpentinite, in an ophiolite 
Locality: Rzanovo . 
Name Origin: Named after the locality - Val 
Antigorio, Italy 
Density (Calc): 2.73 
Cleavage: [00 I] Good 
Color: Green, gray, bluish gray, brown or black 
Hardness: 3.5-4 - Copper Penny-Fluorite 
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Chrysotite Mg3Si20 5(OH)4 
Environment: Metamorphosed and hydrother­
mally-altered ultra-basic rocks 
Locality: Bogoslovec, Kobilno Pole, Nistrovo, 
Rzanovo 
Name Origin: From the Greek cllIYsos - "gold" 
and ti los - "fiber" 
Density (Calc): 2.60 
Cleavage: [???] Distinct 
Color: Green 
Hardness: 2.5 - Finger Nail 
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Above: Chrysotilc collected from Rzanovo 
Left: FT' IR spectrum of chrysotile 
Mineral identification based on the IR spectral 
data given in the references: l75, 78-80] 
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Above: Antigorite collected from Rzanovo 
Left: FT' IR spectrum of antigorite 
Mineral identification based on the IR spectral 
data given in the references: [75-78] 
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Biotite K(Mg,Fe2+\AlSiJO to(OH,F)2 
Environment: Granitic rocks. FOims a series with 
phlogopite 
Locality: Pelagon, Caniste 
Name Origin: Named after the French physicist, 
Jean Baptiste Biot (1774 - 1862), who studied the 
optical properties of the micas 
Density (Calc): 2.89 
Cleavage: [00 I] Perfect 
Color: Dark brown, greenish brown, blackish 
brown, yellow or white 
Hardness: 2.5-3 - Finger Nail-Calcite 
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Above: Biotite collected from Pclagon 
Left: FT IR speetrum of biotite 
Mineral identification based on the IR spectral 
data given in the references: [78, 81 , 82] 
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Wavenumber/em -1 
Muscovite KA12(Si3Al)0to(OH,F)2 
Environment: Granites and pegmatites 
Locality: Kokre, Pelagon, Belutce, Caniste, 
Vitoliste, Dunje 
Name Origin: From Muscovy glass, alluding to 
the Russian province of Muscovy 
Density (Calc): 2.83 
Cleavage: [001] Perfect 
Color: White, gray, silver white, brownish white 
or greenish white 
Hardness: 2-2.5 - Gypsum-Finger Nail 
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Above: Muscovite collected from Pelagon 
Left: FT IR spectrum of muscovite 
Mineral identification based on the IR spectral 
data given in the references: [50, 77, 82-85] 
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Above: Talc collected from Rzanovo 
Left: IT IR spectrum of talc 
Mineral identification based on the IR spectral data 
given in the references: [50, 77, 81, 83, 85-87] 
Environment: Hydrothermal alteration of non­
aluminous magnesian silicates 
Locality: Rzanovo 
Name Origin: From the Arabic word for mica - talq 
Density (Calc): 2.82 
Cleavage: [00 I] Perfect 
Color: Pale green, white, gray white, yellowish white 
or brownish white 
Hardness: I - Talc 
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Environment: Contact and regional metamorphic 
limestones and dolomites 
Locality: Sivec 
Name Origin: From the Greekj7ogopos - "resem­
bling fire" 
Density (Calc): 2.81 
Cleavage: [00 I) Perfect 
Color: Brown, gray, green, yellow or reddish 
brown 
Hardness: 2-2.5 - Gypsum-Finger Nail 
Above: Phlogopite collected from Sivec 
Left: FT IR spectrum of phlogopite 
Mineral identification based on the IR spectral 
data given in the references: [77,81,83,85,88] 
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Clinochlore 
(Mg Fe2+)5A1(Si3AI)O,O<0H)8 
Environment: Contact, hydrothermal, and re­
gional metamorphism of mafic minerals 
Locality: Sivec 
Name Origin: Clinochlore from the Greek klino ­
"oblique" and chloros - " green" 
Density (Calc): 2.83 
Cleavage: rOO 1] Perfect 
Color: Blackish green, bluish green, white, 
yellowish green or olive green 
Hardness: 2-2.5 - Gypsum-Finger Nail 
Above: Clinochlore collected from Sivec 
Left: FT IR spectrum of clinochlorc 
Mineral identification based on the IR spectral 
data given in the reference: f86] 
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Wavenumber/em -1 
Cymrite 
Environment: Bedded manganese ore deposits 
that have undergone low- and medium-grade 
metamorphism 
Locality: Ndilovo 
Name Origin: Named after Cymru, the old Welsh 
name for Wales 
Density (Calc): 3.49 
Cleavage: fOO 1] Good, [\01] Fair 
Color: Brown, colorless, green, dark green 
Hardness: 2-3 - Gypsum-Calcite 
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Above: Cymrite collected from Ndilovo 
Left: FT IR spectrum of cymrite 
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Environment: Metamorphic rocks - marbles 
Locality: Sivec 
Name Origin: After the German geologist F. Cos mat 
Density (Calc): ­
Cleavage: ­
Color: Green, light-green 
Hardness: ­
Above: Kosmatite collected from Sivec 
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"­ Left: Ff IR spectrum of Kosmatite 
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Above: Paragonite collected from NeZilovo 
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ro Left: Ff IR spectrum of paragonite
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Mineral identification based on the IR spectral 
data given ' in the reference: [78] 
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Vermiculite 
(Mg,Fe2+,AI)/AI,Si)40IuC°H)2-4H20 
Environment: Granitic rocks 
Locality: Neiilovo 
Name Origin: From the Latin venniculus, "little 
worm" 
Density (Calc): 2.32 
Cleavage: L00 J] Perfect 
Color: Colorless, green, gray white, yellow brown 
Hardness: 1.5-2 - Between talc and gypsum-Gypsum 
Above: Vermiculite collected from NeZilovo 
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ro Left: Ff IR spectrum of vermiculite 
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Mineral identification based on the IR spectral 

data given in the reference: [781 
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Tectosilicates (framework silicates) 
Albite NaAlSi)08 
Environment: Magmatic and pegmatitic rocks 
Locality: Alinci, CaniSte, Dunje 
Name Origin: From the Latin, albus, in allusion 
to the common color 
Density (Calc): 2.63 
Cleavage: [00 I] Perfect, [010] Good 
Color: White, gray, greenish gray, bluish green or gray 
Hardness: 7 - Quartz 
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Above: Albite collected from Dunje 
Left: Ff lR spectrum of albite 
Mineral identification based on the IR spectral 
data given in the references: [50, 58, 67, 89] 
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Analcime NaAISi20 o·H20 
Environment: Frequently in basalts and other 
basic igneous rocks associated with other zeolites 
Locality: AlSar, BuCim 
Name Origin: From the Greek word analkis, 
meaning weak, referring to a weak electrical 
charge developed on rubbing 
Density (Calc): 2.27 
Cleavage: [00 1] Indistinct, [0 10] Indistinct, [100] 
Indistinct 
Color: White, grayish white, greenish white, 
yellowish white or reddish white 
Hardness: 5 - Apatite 
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Ahove: Analcime collected from Alsar 
Left: IT lR spectrum of nnalcime 
Mineral identification based on the IR spectral 
data given in the references: [50. 67] 
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Microcline KAISi 30 g 
Environment: Granitic pegmatites, hydrothermal 
and metamorphic rocks 
Locality: Caniste, Pelagon, Alinci, Dunje, Belutce 
Name Origin: From the Greek mikroll - "little" 
and klinein - "to stoop" 
Density (Calc): 2.56 
Cleavage: [00 I] Perfect. rO 10] Good 
Color: Bluish green, green, gray, grayish yellow or 
yellowish 
Hardness: 6 - OlthocJase 
Above: Microcline collected frum Alinci 
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Mineral identification based on the IR spectral 
data given in the references : [50,671 
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Environment: Intrusive and extrusive igneous and 
metamorphic rocks 
Locality: Belutce, Pelagon, Veselcani 
Name Origin: From the Greek arthos - "right" 
and kala - "1 cleave" in allusion to the mineral's 
right angle of good cleavage 
Density (Calc): 2.55 
Cleavage: [00 I] Perfect, [0 I 0] Good 
Color: Colorless, greenish, grayish yellow, white or pink 
Hardness: 6 - Orthoclase 
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Above: Orthoclase collected from Belutce 
Left: Ff IR spectrum of ol1hoclase 
Mineral identification based on the IR spectral 
data given in the reference: [50] 
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Environment: Sedimentary and secondary from 
the alteration of high silica igneous extrusive rocks 
Locality: Cesinovo 
Name Origin: From the Old Indian upala ­
"precious stone" 
Density (Calc): 2.09 
Cleavage: None 
Color: White, yellow, red, brown or blue 
Hardness: 5.5-6 - Knife Blade-Orthoclase 
Above: Opal collected from Ccsinovo 
Left: FT IR spectrum of opal 
Mineral identification based on the IR spectral 
data given in the references: [50,67, 90] 
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Quartz Sial 
Environment: Sedimentary, metamorphic and 
igneous rocks 
Locality: Belutce, Budinarci, Alinci, Caniste, 
Saidevo, Mariovo, Sasa, Zletovo, Bucim, Kosino 
Name Origin: From the German quarz, of uncer­
tain origin 
Density (Calc): 2.65 
Cleavage: [0 II 0] Indistinct 
Color: Brown, colorless, violet, gray or yellow 
Hardness: 7 - Quartz 
Q) 
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c 
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~ 
en 
.0 
« 
Above: Quartz collected from Sasa 
Left: IT IR spectrum of quartz 
Mineral identification based on the IR spectral 
data given in the references: [50, 67,9 1] 
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Sanidine (K,Na)(Si,AI\Os 
Environment: Acid volcanic rocks 
Locality: Zvegor 
Name Origin: From the Greek sallis - "little 
plate" and idos - "to see" 
Density (Calc): 2.53 
Cleavage: [00 I] Perfect, [010] Good 
Color: Colorless, white, gray, yellowish white or 
reddish white 
Hard'ness: 6 - Orthoclase 
Above: Sanidine collected from Zvcgor 
Q) 
C,) 
c 
~ Left : IT IR spectrum of sanidinc 
.0 
~ 
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« 
Mineral ideritification based on the IR spectral 
data given in the reference: [89] 
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Hardness: 3.5-4 - Copper Penny-Fluorite 
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Pe3liMe 

MlIHEPAJUI 0)1, MAKE)1,OHlIJA 

XI. CI1JII1KATHI1 MI1HEPAJII1 11 HI1BHI1TE JIOKAJII1TETI1- I1llEHTI1!1>I1KAUI1JA 

CO !l>T-I1U CITEKTPOCKOITI1JA 

JI1l1cililliliyili 3a xeMlIja, IlPllpoullo-MailieAtaITiIl'lKU ¢aKYJlITieITi, Yfilleep3l11TietTt" Ce. KlljJlUl II MetTtoullj", 

ii. ¢ax 162, M K-IOOI CKoilje, Peiiy6Jl11Ka MlIKeoolllljll 

23aBoo 3a iletTtpOJlOlllja, }'(lIllepllJlOllljll II leOXe,\wjll, pyallpcKO-leOJlOIIIKIl cjJaKYJlITieITi, 

YHI/l~ep3111TietTt "C6. KlIPIIJl II MeITioullj", 

rmje JI,eJl'tee R9, M K-2000 llliulIll, Peiiy6Jl11KlI MlIKeU(Hluja 

3IlpujJououaY'lefi AIY3ej fill Peiiy6JlIIKlI MaKedoHlljll, 

EYJleBap I1Jlllfluefi 86, M K-JOOO CKOilje, Peily6JlllKli MlIKec)ollllja 

KnY'IHH 36opOBH: CHJIlIKaTHIl MHHCpaJIH; CHJIHKaTHO 6oraTCTBo; CIlJIHKaTHIl JIOKaJIIITCTII; 
Pcrry6J11IKa MaKeAoHllja; !l>T-I1U crreKTpocKorrllja 
Mety pa3HoBuAHOTO PYAHO 6oraTcTBo Ha Pcrry6J111­
Ka MaKeAoHlIja CHJIlIKaTHIITe MIIHepaJilI ja rrpCTCTanYBa­
aT HajMHory6pojHaTa rpyrra. HajrOJICMIIOT ACJI oA Hlln CC 
rrojaBYBaaT BO rOJICMH H y6aBo o<jx:JpMeHH MOHOKPH­
CTaJiHl1 arperaTH, HO rrOHeKoralll OBlle THrrOBH MHHepaJilI 
CC rrojaBYBaaT BO aCOl.\lIjalVfII co APynl MIIHepaJiH 'lHII 
KpHCTaJiH He ce Ao6po o¢opMeHII. Bo onoj TPYA ce CYMH­
paHu OCHOBHHTe MOP<fJOJIOIllKH, ¢H3H'lKO-XeMlIcKII II 
KpHCTaJIOrpa<fJcKu KapaKTepllcTllKIl Ha HajTltIIH'IHIITe CH­
JIUKaTHH MUHepaJilI KOJIeKTHpaHu OA pa3JIH'IHH JIOKanH­
TCTH BO Pcrry6nHKa MaKeAoHHja. I1CTO TaKa, rrpe3eHTlI­
paHIl cc n MHHCPOJIOWKHTe II rreTponowKHTe OC06UHII Ha 
nOKanHTCTUTe oA KOH ce coopaHlI H3Y'IYBaHlITe MIIHcpa­
Jill. Onuc MIIHCpaJilI rroHaTaMY ce Knacu<pUI.\UpaHH BO OA­
HOC Ha HHBHHTC CTPYKTYpHH KapaKTepHCTUKU II HAeHTlI­
<fJIIKYBaHII KOPllCTCjKU ja !l>yplleOBaTa TPaHc<jx:JpMHa HH­
<fJpal.\pBeHa crreKTPOCKOnllja. I1AeHTH<imKaL\lljaTa e 3ac­
HOBaHa Ha crropCA6a Ha A06HeHlITe I1U crreKTpu Ha HU­
WUTe MlIHCPUJIlI co JIIlTepaTypHlfTe rrOAUTOL\H 3a COOA­
BeTHHTC MUHcpanH. I1CTO TaKa, rrpUKa)((aHIl ce II CJIHKI1 
BO 60ja OA cllTe Iny'lyBaHH rrpHMCpOI.\H. 
rnac. XCM. TeXHOJl . MaKcAoHl1ja, 22, 2,111-141 (2003) 
